



















ARCHITECTURE OF DANCE NOTATION





ࠉThis thesis analyses Labanotation, and introduces a method to create a space from this. 
Dancers draw spaces on a stage. So, I interpreted Labanotation of a dance notation as a space notation, and 
developed a method to create a space from human movement. By combining these spaces, I plan a new 
architecture for children. This architecture changes at every step, and stimulates sensitivity of children.
























































































ʲόʖτʖεϥϱ  ΩϩφήϧϓΡʳ ʶ ɻ1R
ɻɻɻɻɻɻɻɻɻɻɻɻɻɻଡ໨ߔ್ʀൂ଍ͺͣΌ
ʲ৿͢͏෥ಁ͗ਫ਼ΉΗΖΉͲʳ
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ʲώΤύΤη͹෥ୈʳΨηΩʖεϣϪϱϜʖ
ʲϠξϱξϱη͹ྼ࢛ʳք໼߄
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